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Free ebook Coping with psychiatric and psychological testimony two
volume set (2023)
eyewitness testimony is highly compelling in a criminal trial and can have an indelible impact on jurors however two decades of research on the subject have shown
us that eyewitnesses are sometimes wrong even when they are highly confident that they are making correct identifications this book brings together an impressive
group of researchers and practicing attorneys to provide current overviews and critiques of key topics in eyewitness testimony a commentary on the book of
revelation volume 2 the author presents a detailed study of the book of revelation emphasizing prophetic themes from the rest of the bible which find their fulfillment
in revelation to understand this controversial book the author explores the many connections between the visions seen by the apostle john and previous prophetic
revelation given to old testament prophets such as daniel ezekiel and others it is the author s conviction that an understanding of related passages elsewhere in the
bible is the most important key to unlocking the bewildering variety of interpretations which often accompany the study of the last book of the bible the commentary
is linked to a free companion internet course providing an additional 70 hours of audio instruction linked to almost 1 000 slides celebrating the twentieth anniversary
of the groundbreaking testimony this collection brings together the leading academics from a range of scholarly fields to explore the meaning use and value of
testimony in law and politics its relationship to other forms of writing like literature and poetry and its place in society it visits testimony in relation to a range of
critical developments including the rise of truth commissions and the explosion and radical extension of human rights discourse renewed cultural interest in
perpetrators of violence alongside the phenomenal commercial success of victim testimony in the form of misery memoirs and the emergence of disciplinary interest
in genocide terror and other violent atrocities these issues are necessarily inflected by the question of witnessing violence pain and suffering at both the local and
global level across cultures and in postcolonial contexts at the volume s core is an interdisciplinary concern over the current and future nature of witnessing as it plays
out through a new europe post 9 11 us war torn africa and in countless refugee and detention centers and as it is worked out by lawyers journalists medics and
novelists the collection draws together an international range of case studies including discussion of the former yugoslavia gaza and rwanda and encompasses a cross
disciplinary set of texts novels plays testimonial writing and hybrid testimonies the volume situates itself at the cutting edge of debate and as such brings together the
leading thinkers in the field requiring that each address the future anticipating and setting the future terms of debate on the importance of testimony one of the major
flashpoints in academic biblical studies in the past 125 years has centered on the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah beginning in the late 1800s some
scholars suggested that this book may have been written by multiple people over a period of centuries a view that contrasts with the traditional one that the entire
book of isaiah was written in the eighth century bc by the judean prophet isaiah ben amoz because for many conservative scholars the latter position is the only one
that respects the divine inspiration of the text and because they also believe that this position is endorsed by jesus in the new testament the differing conclusions of
mainstream and conservative scholars regarding the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah have long served to divide these groups bind up the testimony a
collection of essays from a colloquium held at wheaton college in 2013 brings together a variety of evangelical responses to this issue although a few of the essays
arrive at conservative conclusions regarding the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah most of them attempt to chart new more nuanced directions for thinking
on this subject and suggest that careful attention to the complicated compositional history of the book of isaiah need not be a hindrance and can in fact be a help to
christians who understand the book of isaiah as divinely inspired scripture that has spoken to god s people throughout the ages and that continues to speak to them
today this new book written by aba commission on mental and physical disability law director john parry j d and forensic psychologist eric y drogin j d ph d manual has
been formatted and written to guide lawyers judges law students and forensic and other mental disability professionals through the maze of civil and criminal laws
standards and evidentiary pitfalls and forensic practices that characterize this area of the law moreover it summarizes what empirical evidence exists to support or
raise concerns about these legal standards and forensic practices when they are introduced in the courtroom this palgrave handbook examines the ways in which
researchers and practitioners theorise analyse produce and make use of testimony it explores the full range of testimony in the public sphere including perpetrator
testimony testimony presented through social media and virtual reality a growing body of research shows how complex and multi layered testimony can be how much
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this complexity adds to our understanding of our past and how creators and users of testimony have their own complex purposes these advances indicate that many
of our existing assumptions about testimony and models for working with it need to be revisited the purpose of this palgrave handbook is to do just that by bringing
together a wide range of disciplinary theoretical methodological and practice based perspectives internationally recognised for his scholarship in the philosophy of
religion and christian doctrine and for his ecclesiastical connections as former theological secretary of the geneva based world alliance of reformed churches the
reformed theologian alan sell has an established reputation amongst theologians church and intellectual historians ecumenists and ministers of religion this collection
of alan sell s work on the reformed and dissenting traditions which includes the presbyterian congregational and united reformed church spans key doctrinal
philosophical ethical historical and ecumenical topics the author illuminates central themes within the history and thought of the reformed and dissenting traditions
including the catholicity of the church and danger of sectarianism the importance of church meeting the centrality of the cross in christian thought the need for a
viable christian apologetic alan sell also includes the only modern study of henry grove and papers on andrew fuller and p t forsyth in whose work there is currently a
revival of interest with growing interest world wide in the reformed family which is the third largest christian world communion this book offers an invaluable resource
between the covers of slave testimony readers will find the largest collection of annotated and authenticated accounts of slaves ever published in one volume in them
the slaves of thomas jefferson robert e lee henry clay and others speak for themselves about their culture plantation life the adequacy of their food clothing and
shelter the sexual exploitation of black women and the psychological response to bondage the views given are those of house servants and field hands docile slaves
and rebels urban slaves and rural slaves slaves with kind masters and those with cruel ones these wide ranging documents together with annotations notes an index
dozens of illustrations and an incisive introduction form a volume of unusual scope and character in this study james mcconnell addresses the concept of authoritative
testimony in luke acts specifically he argues that particular elements in the narrative of luke acts can be understood as instances of the topos of divine testimony
through utterances and deeds considered in some ancient rhetorical handbooks to be the most authoritative form of testimony when seeking to persuade an audience
mcconnell claims the gods testimony was used in ancient law courts and political speeches to persuade a judge of a defendant s guilt or innocence and in attempts in
public forums to convince others of a particular course of action similarly the topos is used in ancient narratives and biographies to legitimate certain characters and
discredit others the instances of the topos of god s speech both oral and through ot citations and deeds in luke acts are functioning in the same way the book of
revelation is the last of the sixty six books of the bible as such it is the concluding word of god and therefore occupies a special position whereas a blessing is attached
to its reading a curse is pronounced against anyone adding to its text thus reflecting how very important is this book of god s word the content of this present work
which will be two volumes in length comprises the text of what were two separate series of messages on revelation spoken by the author in respectively the year
2007 and back during the 1950s after these many years and inasmuch as we sense the return of the lord jesus to be increasingly imminent we believe that there is a
need to make these spoken words available in print in order that many more of god s people may receive the promised blessing it is our prayer that all who shall read
this book will receive god s blessing in their being better prepared for the imminent return to the earth of our blessed lord jesus christ the book of revelation is the last
of the sixty six books of the bible as such it is the concluding word of god and therefore occupies a special position whereas a blessing is attached to its reading a
curse is pronounced against anyone adding to its text thus reflecting how very important is this book of god s word the content of this present work comprises the text
of what were two separate series of messages on revelation spoken by the author in respectively the year 2007 and back during the 1950s after these many years
and inasmuch as we sense the return of the lord jesus to be increasingly imminent we believe that there is a need to make these spoken words available in print in
order that many more of god s people may receive the promised blessing it is our prayer that all who shall read this book will receive god s blessing in their being
better prepared for the imminent return to the earth of our blessed lord jesus christ the book of revelation is the last of the sixty six books of the bible as such it is the
concluding word of god and therefore occupies a special position whereas a blessing is attached to its reading a curse is pronounced against anyone adding to its text
thus reflecting how very important is this book of god s word the content of this present work comprises the text of what were two separate series of messages on
revelation spoken by the author in respectively the year 2007 and back during the 1950s after these many years and inasmuch as we sense the return of the lord
jesus to be increasingly imminent we believe that there is a need to make these spoken words available in print in order that many more of god s people may receive
the promised blessing it is our prayer that all who shall read this book will receive god s blessing in their being better prepared for the imminent return to the earth of
our blessed lord jesus christ a leading new testament scholar explores key issues in the gospel of john watchman nee s writings have become well known for their
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deep spiritual insight among christians in many nations for many years through these volumes a full understanding of his balanced and proper view concerning the
bible and the spiritual life can be accurately appreciated this new compilation and retranslation of watchman nee s writings present the reader a fresh and unedited
version of his ministry and promises to shed new light on the reader s understanding of watchman nee s ministry the holocaust presents an immense challenge to
those who would represent it or teach it through fiction film or historical accounts even the testimonies of those who were there provide only a glimpse of the disaster
to those who were not between witness and testimony investigates the difficulties inherent in the obligation to bear witness to events that seem not just unspeakable
but also unthinkable the authors examine films fictional narratives survivor testimonies and the museums at yad vashem and the united states holocaust memorial
museum in order to establish an ethics of holocaust representation traversing the disciplines of history philosophy religious studies and literary and cultural theory the
authors suggest that while no account adequately provides access to what adorno called the extremity that eludes the concept we are still obliged to testify to put
into language what history cannot contain aq aq cc 9112 09 25 97 the holocaust was a cataclysmic upheaval in politics culture society ethics and theology the very
fact of its occurrence has been forcing scholars for more than sixty years to assess its impact on their disciplines educators whose work is represented in this volume
ask their students to grapple with one of the grand horrors of the twentieth century and to accept the responsibility of building a more just peaceful world tikkun olam
they acknowledge that their task as teachers of the holocaust is both imperative and impossible they must teach something that cannot be taught as one contributor
puts it and they recognize the formidable limits of language thought imagination and comprehension that thwart and obscure the story they seek to tell yet they are
united in their keen sense of pursuing an effort that is pivotal to our understanding of the past and to whatever prospects we may have for a more decent and humane
future a holocaust course refers to an instructional offering that may focus entirely on the holocaust may serve as a touchstone in a larger program devoted to
genocide studies or may constitute a unit within a wider curriculum including art literature ethics history religious studies jurisprudence philosophy theology film
studies jewish studies german studies composition urban studies or architecture it may also constitute a main thread that runs through an interdisciplinary course the
first section of testimony tensions and tikkun can be read as an injunction to teach and act in a manner consistent with a profound cautionary message that there can
be no tolerance for moral neutrality about the holocaust and that there is no subject in the humanities or social sciences where its shadow has not reached the second
section is devoted to the process and nature of students learning these chapters describe efforts to guide students through terrain that hides cognitive and emotional
land mines the authors examine their responsibility to foster students personal connection with the events of the holocaust but in such a way that they not instill
hopelessness about the future the third and final section moves the subject of the holocaust out of the classroom and into broader institutional settings universities
and community colleges and their surrounding communities along with museums and memorial sites for the educators represented here teaching itself is testimony
the story of the holocaust is one that the world will fail to master at its own peril the editors of this volume and many of its contributors are members of the pastora
goldner holocaust symposium led since its founding in 1996 by leonard grob and henry f knight the symposium s scholars a group that is interfaith international
interdisciplinary and intergenerational meet biennially in oxfordshire england who is a more authoritative source of information the person who experiences it
firsthand or a more impartial authority in the late nineteenth century testimony became a common feature of literary works both fact and fiction but with the rise of
new journalism the power of testimony could be undermined by anonymous institutional voices a victorian subversion which continues to this day testimony on trial
examines the conflicts over testimony through the eyes of two of its major combatants joseph conrad and henry james brian artese finds an overlooked yet direct
inspiration for heart of darkness in the anti testimonial scheming of henry morton stanley and the new york herald through new readings of works including lord jim
and the portrait of a lady artese demonstrates how the cultural conditions that worked against testimony fed into a nascent conflict about the meaning of modernism
itself in 1944 skultans left latvia as a refugee in 1990 she returned for the first time this book is both a personal account of a homecoming and an anthropology of a
nation trying to come to terms with its past and facing an uncertain future investigates the factors that influence the accuracy of eyewitness testimony



Expert Testimony on the Psychology of Eyewitness Identification
2009-08-27

eyewitness testimony is highly compelling in a criminal trial and can have an indelible impact on jurors however two decades of research on the subject have shown
us that eyewitnesses are sometimes wrong even when they are highly confident that they are making correct identifications this book brings together an impressive
group of researchers and practicing attorneys to provide current overviews and critiques of key topics in eyewitness testimony

Indexes for Abstracts of Reports and Testimony
1999

a commentary on the book of revelation volume 2 the author presents a detailed study of the book of revelation emphasizing prophetic themes from the rest of the
bible which find their fulfillment in revelation to understand this controversial book the author explores the many connections between the visions seen by the apostle
john and previous prophetic revelation given to old testament prophets such as daniel ezekiel and others it is the author s conviction that an understanding of related
passages elsewhere in the bible is the most important key to unlocking the bewildering variety of interpretations which often accompany the study of the last book of
the bible the commentary is linked to a free companion internet course providing an additional 70 hours of audio instruction linked to almost 1 000 slides

Abstracts of Reports and Testimony
1992

celebrating the twentieth anniversary of the groundbreaking testimony this collection brings together the leading academics from a range of scholarly fields to explore
the meaning use and value of testimony in law and politics its relationship to other forms of writing like literature and poetry and its place in society it visits testimony
in relation to a range of critical developments including the rise of truth commissions and the explosion and radical extension of human rights discourse renewed
cultural interest in perpetrators of violence alongside the phenomenal commercial success of victim testimony in the form of misery memoirs and the emergence of
disciplinary interest in genocide terror and other violent atrocities these issues are necessarily inflected by the question of witnessing violence pain and suffering at
both the local and global level across cultures and in postcolonial contexts at the volume s core is an interdisciplinary concern over the current and future nature of
witnessing as it plays out through a new europe post 9 11 us war torn africa and in countless refugee and detention centers and as it is worked out by lawyers
journalists medics and novelists the collection draws together an international range of case studies including discussion of the former yugoslavia gaza and rwanda
and encompasses a cross disciplinary set of texts novels plays testimonial writing and hybrid testimonies the volume situates itself at the cutting edge of debate and
as such brings together the leading thinkers in the field requiring that each address the future anticipating and setting the future terms of debate on the importance of
testimony

A Testimony of Jesus Christ - Volume 1
2007



one of the major flashpoints in academic biblical studies in the past 125 years has centered on the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah beginning in the late
1800s some scholars suggested that this book may have been written by multiple people over a period of centuries a view that contrasts with the traditional one that
the entire book of isaiah was written in the eighth century bc by the judean prophet isaiah ben amoz because for many conservative scholars the latter position is the
only one that respects the divine inspiration of the text and because they also believe that this position is endorsed by jesus in the new testament the differing
conclusions of mainstream and conservative scholars regarding the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah have long served to divide these groups bind up the
testimony a collection of essays from a colloquium held at wheaton college in 2013 brings together a variety of evangelical responses to this issue although a few of
the essays arrive at conservative conclusions regarding the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah most of them attempt to chart new more nuanced directions
for thinking on this subject and suggest that careful attention to the complicated compositional history of the book of isaiah need not be a hindrance and can in fact be
a help to christians who understand the book of isaiah as divinely inspired scripture that has spoken to god s people throughout the ages and that continues to speak
to them today

Reports and Testimony
1994

this new book written by aba commission on mental and physical disability law director john parry j d and forensic psychologist eric y drogin j d ph d manual has been
formatted and written to guide lawyers judges law students and forensic and other mental disability professionals through the maze of civil and criminal laws
standards and evidentiary pitfalls and forensic practices that characterize this area of the law moreover it summarizes what empirical evidence exists to support or
raise concerns about these legal standards and forensic practices when they are introduced in the courtroom

Energy and Science Reports and Testimony, 1993
1994

this palgrave handbook examines the ways in which researchers and practitioners theorise analyse produce and make use of testimony it explores the full range of
testimony in the public sphere including perpetrator testimony testimony presented through social media and virtual reality a growing body of research shows how
complex and multi layered testimony can be how much this complexity adds to our understanding of our past and how creators and users of testimony have their own
complex purposes these advances indicate that many of our existing assumptions about testimony and models for working with it need to be revisited the purpose of
this palgrave handbook is to do just that by bringing together a wide range of disciplinary theoretical methodological and practice based perspectives

The Future of Testimony
2014-06-20

internationally recognised for his scholarship in the philosophy of religion and christian doctrine and for his ecclesiastical connections as former theological secretary
of the geneva based world alliance of reformed churches the reformed theologian alan sell has an established reputation amongst theologians church and intellectual
historians ecumenists and ministers of religion this collection of alan sell s work on the reformed and dissenting traditions which includes the presbyterian



congregational and united reformed church spans key doctrinal philosophical ethical historical and ecumenical topics the author illuminates central themes within the
history and thought of the reformed and dissenting traditions including the catholicity of the church and danger of sectarianism the importance of church meeting the
centrality of the cross in christian thought the need for a viable christian apologetic alan sell also includes the only modern study of henry grove and papers on andrew
fuller and p t forsyth in whose work there is currently a revival of interest with growing interest world wide in the reformed family which is the third largest christian
world communion this book offers an invaluable resource

Testimony of members of Congress, interested organizations and individuals
1965

between the covers of slave testimony readers will find the largest collection of annotated and authenticated accounts of slaves ever published in one volume in them
the slaves of thomas jefferson robert e lee henry clay and others speak for themselves about their culture plantation life the adequacy of their food clothing and
shelter the sexual exploitation of black women and the psychological response to bondage the views given are those of house servants and field hands docile slaves
and rebels urban slaves and rural slaves slaves with kind masters and those with cruel ones these wide ranging documents together with annotations notes an index
dozens of illustrations and an incisive introduction form a volume of unusual scope and character

Bind Up the Testimony
2015

in this study james mcconnell addresses the concept of authoritative testimony in luke acts specifically he argues that particular elements in the narrative of luke acts
can be understood as instances of the topos of divine testimony through utterances and deeds considered in some ancient rhetorical handbooks to be the most
authoritative form of testimony when seeking to persuade an audience mcconnell claims the gods testimony was used in ancient law courts and political speeches to
persuade a judge of a defendant s guilt or innocence and in attempts in public forums to convince others of a particular course of action similarly the topos is used in
ancient narratives and biographies to legitimate certain characters and discredit others the instances of the topos of god s speech both oral and through ot citations
and deeds in luke acts are functioning in the same way

Civil Mental Disability Law, Evidence and Testimony
2010

the book of revelation is the last of the sixty six books of the bible as such it is the concluding word of god and therefore occupies a special position whereas a
blessing is attached to its reading a curse is pronounced against anyone adding to its text thus reflecting how very important is this book of god s word the content of
this present work which will be two volumes in length comprises the text of what were two separate series of messages on revelation spoken by the author in
respectively the year 2007 and back during the 1950s after these many years and inasmuch as we sense the return of the lord jesus to be increasingly imminent we
believe that there is a need to make these spoken words available in print in order that many more of god s people may receive the promised blessing it is our prayer
that all who shall read this book will receive god s blessing in their being better prepared for the imminent return to the earth of our blessed lord jesus christ



Mental Disability Law, Evidence, and Testimony
2007

the book of revelation is the last of the sixty six books of the bible as such it is the concluding word of god and therefore occupies a special position whereas a
blessing is attached to its reading a curse is pronounced against anyone adding to its text thus reflecting how very important is this book of god s word the content of
this present work comprises the text of what were two separate series of messages on revelation spoken by the author in respectively the year 2007 and back during
the 1950s after these many years and inasmuch as we sense the return of the lord jesus to be increasingly imminent we believe that there is a need to make these
spoken words available in print in order that many more of god s people may receive the promised blessing it is our prayer that all who shall read this book will
receive god s blessing in their being better prepared for the imminent return to the earth of our blessed lord jesus christ

Testimony before the Committee
1980

the book of revelation is the last of the sixty six books of the bible as such it is the concluding word of god and therefore occupies a special position whereas a
blessing is attached to its reading a curse is pronounced against anyone adding to its text thus reflecting how very important is this book of god s word the content of
this present work comprises the text of what were two separate series of messages on revelation spoken by the author in respectively the year 2007 and back during
the 1950s after these many years and inasmuch as we sense the return of the lord jesus to be increasingly imminent we believe that there is a need to make these
spoken words available in print in order that many more of god s people may receive the promised blessing it is our prayer that all who shall read this book will
receive god s blessing in their being better prepared for the imminent return to the earth of our blessed lord jesus christ

The Palgrave Handbook of Testimony and Culture
2023-04-19

a leading new testament scholar explores key issues in the gospel of john

Testimony and Tradition
2017-11-28

watchman nee s writings have become well known for their deep spiritual insight among christians in many nations for many years through these volumes a full
understanding of his balanced and proper view concerning the bible and the spiritual life can be accurately appreciated this new compilation and retranslation of
watchman nee s writings present the reader a fresh and unedited version of his ministry and promises to shed new light on the reader s understanding of watchman
nee s ministry



Slave Testimony
1977

the holocaust presents an immense challenge to those who would represent it or teach it through fiction film or historical accounts even the testimonies of those who
were there provide only a glimpse of the disaster to those who were not between witness and testimony investigates the difficulties inherent in the obligation to bear
witness to events that seem not just unspeakable but also unthinkable the authors examine films fictional narratives survivor testimonies and the museums at yad
vashem and the united states holocaust memorial museum in order to establish an ethics of holocaust representation traversing the disciplines of history philosophy
religious studies and literary and cultural theory the authors suggest that while no account adequately provides access to what adorno called the extremity that
eludes the concept we are still obliged to testify to put into language what history cannot contain

The topos of Divine Testimony in Luke-Acts
2014-07-21

aq aq cc 9112 09 25 97

Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1985: Testimony of members
of Congress
1984

the holocaust was a cataclysmic upheaval in politics culture society ethics and theology the very fact of its occurrence has been forcing scholars for more than sixty
years to assess its impact on their disciplines educators whose work is represented in this volume ask their students to grapple with one of the grand horrors of the
twentieth century and to accept the responsibility of building a more just peaceful world tikkun olam they acknowledge that their task as teachers of the holocaust is
both imperative and impossible they must teach something that cannot be taught as one contributor puts it and they recognize the formidable limits of language
thought imagination and comprehension that thwart and obscure the story they seek to tell yet they are united in their keen sense of pursuing an effort that is pivotal
to our understanding of the past and to whatever prospects we may have for a more decent and humane future a holocaust course refers to an instructional offering
that may focus entirely on the holocaust may serve as a touchstone in a larger program devoted to genocide studies or may constitute a unit within a wider
curriculum including art literature ethics history religious studies jurisprudence philosophy theology film studies jewish studies german studies composition urban
studies or architecture it may also constitute a main thread that runs through an interdisciplinary course the first section of testimony tensions and tikkun can be read
as an injunction to teach and act in a manner consistent with a profound cautionary message that there can be no tolerance for moral neutrality about the holocaust
and that there is no subject in the humanities or social sciences where its shadow has not reached the second section is devoted to the process and nature of students
learning these chapters describe efforts to guide students through terrain that hides cognitive and emotional land mines the authors examine their responsibility to
foster students personal connection with the events of the holocaust but in such a way that they not instill hopelessness about the future the third and final section
moves the subject of the holocaust out of the classroom and into broader institutional settings universities and community colleges and their surrounding communities
along with museums and memorial sites for the educators represented here teaching itself is testimony the story of the holocaust is one that the world will fail to



master at its own peril the editors of this volume and many of its contributors are members of the pastora goldner holocaust symposium led since its founding in 1996
by leonard grob and henry f knight the symposium s scholars a group that is interfaith international interdisciplinary and intergenerational meet biennially in
oxfordshire england

The Testimony of Jesus in Relation to the Church
2016-06-06

who is a more authoritative source of information the person who experiences it firsthand or a more impartial authority in the late nineteenth century testimony
became a common feature of literary works both fact and fiction but with the rise of new journalism the power of testimony could be undermined by anonymous
institutional voices a victorian subversion which continues to this day testimony on trial examines the conflicts over testimony through the eyes of two of its major
combatants joseph conrad and henry james brian artese finds an overlooked yet direct inspiration for heart of darkness in the anti testimonial scheming of henry
morton stanley and the new york herald through new readings of works including lord jim and the portrait of a lady artese demonstrates how the cultural conditions
that worked against testimony fed into a nascent conflict about the meaning of modernism itself

The Testimony of Jesus Christ in Relation to the World
2016-11-16

in 1944 skultans left latvia as a refugee in 1990 she returned for the first time this book is both a personal account of a homecoming and an anthropology of a nation
trying to come to terms with its past and facing an uncertain future

The Testimony of Jesus Christ in Relation to the Jews
2007-11

investigates the factors that influence the accuracy of eyewitness testimony

The Testimony of the Beloved Disciple
1988

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 1989: Testimony of members of Congress and



other interested individuals and organizations
1973

General Tax Reform (testimony from Administration and Public Witnesses) Public Hearings,
Ninety-third Congress, First Session...
1973

General Tax Reform (testimony from Administration and Publec Witnesses), Public Hearings ... ,
93-1
1988

Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1989: Testimony of public
witnesses for resource management programs
1993-05-01

Collection of Newsletters (2) & Watchman Nee's Testimony
2012-02-01

Between Witness and Testimony
1997



USAID Whistleblower, Mr. Paul Neifert, Motions Related to Compelling the Testimony of USAID
Assistant Administrator for Management, Mr. Larry Byrne, and Administration Response to USAID
Whistleblower, Mr. Paul Neifert
2011-10-01

Testimony, Tensions, and Tikkun
2012

Testimony on Trial
1990

Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1991: Testimony of public
witnesses for energy programs, resource management programs
1981

Summary of Testimony and Recommendations on Professional Standards Review Organization
1985

CFO Act of 1990 driving the transformation of federal financial management : testimony before
the Subcommittee on Government Management, Finance, and Accountability, Committee on
Government Reform House of Representatives
2002-11



Testimony of members of Congress and other interested individuals and organizations
2000

The Testimony of Lives
1997

pt. 1-2. Comment letters and testimony
1989

Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1998: Testimony of
members of Congress and public witnesses
1997

Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1990: Testimony of public
witnesses for resource management programs
1994-03-25

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 1998: Testimony of members of Congress and
other interested individuals and organizations

Adult Eyewitness Testimony
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